Testimonials

Why ievo® is the
biometric system for you...
When presented with a number of options for security by your provider, ievo®
is the best all round biometric and here’s why, as explained by current users:
BESPOKE SOLUTIONS
We have developed our products based
on users feedback and we found that
users want flexibility within their security
system as project specifications can
change and develop over time. As a result,
you can customise your ievo® from colour
to fingerprint capacity and card reader
integration, providing you with endless
solutions to suit your every need.
“Our school is very large, spread
over several sites with multiple entry/
exit points. This has always posed a
significant access and security problem
for us, with students, staff and visitors
alike. The rapid installation of the ievo
ultimate™ fingerprint readers has proved
to be a tremendous success, immediately
solving all of our access and security
problems in one fell swoop.”
Nayland Southorn,
Headteacher of Emrys ap Iwan
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ADVANCED READER TECHNOLOGY
Our advanced reader technology identifies
users through levels of dirt, cream, liquid,
and even in adverse weather conditions.
As opposed to low quality, cheaper
biometric systems, ievo® has sourced
the highest standard components that
comprise both the ultimate™ and micro™*
readers which provide both unparalleled
internal and external security solutions.
*Please see individual product datasheets for exact specifications

“We were all amazed at how it worked
even with cream on our hands. This was
a major advantage to us because we
work with so many different materials
throughout the day and to finally be able
to use them and not worry is great!”
Paula Sharp,
Project Manager,
Kids Allowed Nursery

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING
We provide solutions that not only really
work, they look great too!
Both ievo® readers boast a user friendly
ergonomic design, ensuring that whatever
environments they are installed in, they will
fit in with their surroundings.
“The new system is great and we are
thrilled with the results. The readers look
fantastic and the gym members have
expressed positive feedback towards
the transition. Using ievo® biometrics
eliminates non-members accessing the
facilities by using members’ cards. We
are currently looking to implement ievo®
in more of our gyms in the near future!”
Gordon Hall,
Managing Director,
Lifestyle Fitness Clubs

CHALLENGING PERCEPTIONS
With so many other biometric manufacturers
sourcing cheaper components, biometrics
has accumulated a bad reputation
in security.
By utilising only the finest components,
ievo® has already started to change this
reality and is a company that won’t let
you down.
“I have never seen access like this
before, I love it. It is much easier as I
never have to worry about remembering
my membership card. The whole system
itself looks very high tech, it’s very
impressive looking.”
Gym Member,
Darlington Lifestyle Fitness
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SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
In order to ease disruption, ievo®
products seamlessly integrate
into most security systems*
which means that installation
time is minimal and ensures that
your business is up and running
in no time.
*wiegand output required.

“The ievo® fingerprint recognition
system avoided the need for fobs
or cards. This was a major benefit
to us, because the ievo® biometric
seamlessly integrates, there is no
need to replace traditional security
that is already in place.”
David Howlett,
Fine Ladies Bakery
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